New Appointees To Rice Faculty Number Thirty

Thirty new staff members, re- search associates, college students, and Fellows have been added to the Rice faculty this year. Four of the faculty appointments are in the engineering departments. Assistant professor of civil en- gineering Arthur Winston Buech has recently employed in the Development Department of In- finite Incorporation, Tucson, Ariz.- ona. He is a new assistant professor in sanitary en- gineering.

Mr. John E. Flagg graduated from Rice in 1960, receiving a B.S. degree in English with distinction, and later doing graduate work at California Insti- tute of Technology. He will be an assistant professor of chem- istry.

The new assistant professor of engineering drawing is Louis A. Stedman. He has done graduate work at both the University of Minnesota and the Drexel Institu- te of Technology, and is now teaching at Pennsylvania Mili- tary College. A consulting road engineer and former instructor in design at the University of Detroit, the Cosmopolitan Award in 1963, has also completed study under Fulbright Research Poul- towak in New Zealand.

In the Liberal Arts School, Dr. Frank V. Vanderbilt will serve as assistant professor of German. Dr. Vander- vander, distinguished in the Field of American History, author of numerous publications, and former instructor in history at the South, was previously on the faculty of the University of St. Louis.

Dr. Peter Brumling, who taught in Austria on a Fulfillment and the United States under the auspices of the Institute of Inter- national Education, has been taught at the University of In- diana and the University of Cali- fornia at Berkeley. At Rice he will be Assistant Professor of Ger- man.

Cameron Studies In England

Dr. Carol Cameron, Professor of English who has done exten- sive research on English Drama and Shakespeare, left the Rice campus to study Elizabethan and Shakespearean literature in Eng- land.

Dr. Cameron, author of The Elizabethan Woman, left for Lon- don last Sunday. Following her stay in London, Dr. Cameron, who is a member of the England and the University of Cambridge, said she had no idea she was going to England this year. She is now in the process of exploring the Rice campus. While at the conference Dr. Cameron was chairman of the committee on the history of the Rice Institute. She now sees as possible that a group will soon be following a well- known tradition in football atten- dance. Although not in full line attire, the Footmen in a group will be following a well- known tradition in football atten-

Rice Graduate New Advisor To Women

Miss Paula Meredith will take over Mrs. Kotch's position as advisor to women. Miss Meredith is no stranger to the Rice campus, having been employed with a B.A. in History in 1962. While she was a student, she was president of the Institute of Inter- national Education, author of numerous publications, and former instructor in history at the South, was previously on the faculty of the University of St. Louis.
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The Lost Line

We've only been gone a few months, but the Institute just isn't the same anymore...new concrete walkways have replaced many of the old obstacle courses that carry the students through. Students have seen long lines, and coaches and couches grace the lounge where last year holes appeared in the upholstry which were big enough to hide a text book or the plans in the air for new buildings, dorms, etc.; and only twelve months ago we were happy over a parking lot; and even the beloved roadblock hasn't reappeared in the path of the upper classmen were able to by-pass the thousands of clubs and organizations that depended on it for their financial support, but this year that line has completely disappeared.

Students are going to miss the line in the basement for its pleasant social atmosphere, but unless the campus organizations which are handicapped by the "lost line" are actively supported, the student body will miss more than one vital need which student organization. Last year a few clubs and social lounges were hurt by their inability to reach prospective members, and a few actually ceased to exist.

The existence of the extra-curricular activities is an assist not only to the students who participate, but also to the school itself. It is up to each and every student to make a conscious effort to support some extra-curricular activity; without this support activities which are already handicapped may no longer continue.

Freshmen Hear Honor Council Orientation

The freshmen had the Rice Honor System explained heavy and hard to them in the past Orientation Week, both in small discussion groups with Council members, and at the Orientation Assembly. We hope now they have a clear idea of the aims and practices of the Honor System and are ready to develop the responsibilities and enjoyments for the good of the Rice community.

We further hope that the simplicity of the system is evident to all, it merely means that all students are mature enough to say the word "hesitation" without looking guilty, and adds only that a student do his own work, not tempt others to cheat, and report any cheating he observes. All this so that the examination of the rice campus, students, thirty-nine graduated in academic reasons during the first year. Of this original group, increased by several transfer students, thirty-nine graduated in 1946. Of 1134 applications considered for the 1945-46 school year, only 47 freshmen were accepted. In addition, it is estimated that the Committees on Admissions discouraged some 900 applications after more students applied that could possibly be admitted.

The Rice faculty has increased the ratio of one faculty member for every ten students. Moreover, the building facilities have been greatly improved in recent years with the addition of nine buildings since 1947. Last year the average cost per student was $1,317.36. Since Rice is tuition free, this means that each student virtually receives a scholarship of this amount annually.

You've heard frightening reports of late studying and heavy work assignments. We'll confirm them. You won't find any Rice student who finds Rice easy; but then, nothing that is worthwhile is easy. You've heard teachers object to others reporting no work. We deny these. The posters on any bulletin board will assure you that social activities at Rice are numerous. Your most important activity will be to find a balance between studying and extra-curricular activities. Some Rice students receiving both the freedom of Rice and the freedom to explore their time between studying and extra-curricular activities. Some Rice students receiving both the freedom of Rice and the freedom to explore their time between studying and extra-curricular activities. Some Rice students receiving both the freedom of Rice and the freedom to explore their time between studying and extra-curricular activities.

Open Letter To Freshmen

As new members of the Rice student body, you will find yourselves both prominent and insignificant. You'll be acclaimed as "them" and reviled as "we". You'll be "honored guest" or "outlaw". But mainly, you'll be no more than an extra-curricular activity—the Rice Renaissance. This little group of students who wants to be composed of twenty.

On easy courses. There are social butterflies, introverts, and dressers, yes, dopers, on the Rice campus. But there is always a need for good personalities—not extra-curated conventions or arrogant intelligence, but well-developed personalities willing to work, to laugh, and to think. Welcome, freshmen.
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Durst Likes Warm Beer

By Rex Morgan, V.D. and poor ODDS AND ENDS

Let us first introduce you to that dazzling display of cultural activity—the Rice Renaissance. There are two groups spearheading this movement on campus: the Music Room boys and the Locker Room group. The secret and anonymous club, Rice is active in a three month culture circus replete with its "slime" (Brightwell, et cetera). On the other hand, those noise-makers are engaged in a slow, steady attack on the culture-starved Rice student who has been turned off by life's "Bubbles" (Brightwell, et al) and editorial jargon.

Thresher policy isn't an outlined statement. Rather, it has evolved into a practice of publishing what we think is pertinent to the whole student body as a whole. The editorial opinion is not necessarily that of the whole staff, and editorials which seem to conflict with general opinion will frequently be initialed by the author.

The Thresher is an all student newspaper. Just as student interest extends beyond the campus itself, the Thresher will extend its coverage to current events and affairs of special interest to the student body.

Finally, because the Thresher is student controlled, we seek to appease no one. Neither do we seek to offend. Thresher policy is the policy of the publishing team, printing what we think is important, interesting, and entertaining, tempered with the integrity and experience which makes a good newspaper.
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When your courses-are set
And a dream-girl you've met...
Have a real cigarette—have a CAMEL!

-Man, that's pure pleasure!

It's a psychological fact: Tobacco keeps your digestion.
If you're a smoker, remember—
more people get more pure pleasure from Camel than from any other cigarette.
No other cigarette is so rich-tasting, yet so mild!
PREDICTIONS

Baylor, Arkansas, Texas Picked To Win

Texas A&M at UCLA — The Aggies are still rebuilding while coaches, but the Porkers have a sas is learning a new formation. UCLA is a pre-season pick to be lettermen plus a lot of ex-UCLA is equally as solid and experienced, the Bruins have too much depth and experience for A&M, so it looks like—

UCLA

Texas at Arkansas — Both teams will be playing under new coaches, but the Porkers have a big edge on talent with twenty-two returning lettermen. Arkansas is learning a new formation which should slow them up, but will nevertheless take this without much trouble.

ARKANSAS

Hardin-Simmons at Baylor — The Buffs' Cowboys ran rag against one of the most promising teams in the past five years. B-S-H doesn't have enough to overcome the strong Bear defense or Baylor's slugging terrific early season starts—

Baylor

Texas Tech at Texas U. — The Red Raiders under DeWitt Wrenn have come up with some pretty good teams in the past few years and this season should be no exception. They have size, speed, and lots of experience. Texas U. will be playing its first night game in Memorial Stadium and has never lost an opening game at this home. This might be close but give the edge to—

TEXAS U.

Kansas U. at TCU—The Jayhawks are weak on talent and are in dire need of a defense. TCU has one of its best teams in years and should be tough all season. This shouldn't be much of a problem for—

TCU

ATTENTION 'OWLS
FOOTBALL MUM CORSAGE

Only $1.25 Each
Orchid Corsages $2.75

FLOWER & GARDEN CENTER

5510 SO. MAIN

JA 8-5459

Your Shopping Center
THE RICE INSTITUTE CO-OPERATIVE STORE
Rice's Only Campus Store
WHERE YOU PAY A 5% DISCOUNT ON ALL TEXTBOOKS AND WHEREEVER POSSIBLE AND A DISCOUNT OF FROM 5% TO 25% BELOW THE MANUFACTURER'S LIST ON OTHER MERCHANDISE

CO-OP HOURS

Mondays through Fridays 8:00 AM - 4:00 PM

Saturdays 8:00 AM - 11:30 AM

In Fondren Library Basement

On The Campus

This year's SWC race promises to be the most interesting one in a long time. Rice is a thin pre-season choice to win the conference but more about the Owls in a later look. Every team in the conference has the possible exception of Arkansas should be stronger and greatly improved this year. With some luck and the proper breaks the conference could go to any team but—

Rice

Arkansas is defending conference champions and has the core of returning players headed up by backs George Walker, Frennie Carson, Ben Roesler, and Harry Morns. The line is as strong as ever and has been improved, but the Razorbacks are starting under a new coach who won't be familiar with SWC play and they are busy changing from last year's single wing to the spread. The change of coach and attack will be a hamper and will probably keep Arkansas out of the first division.

SAM Houston has probably its finest group of players in ten years but they are all sophomores and juniors. There is only one senior and three Junior's in the starting lineup. Kenneth Hall from Sugarland is expected to be the most outstanding of the UH backfield. The Aggies are long on talent and spirit but are much too short on experience to be any good this year. With a season under their belts, they might be capable next year. The Texas A&M defense and backs are strong, but the A&M backfield depth is still a question mark.

Texas A&M

Texas U. is hoping for a recovery from the disappointing season. The Longhorns lose four foremost lettermen, but have a good group of returning players along with new coaches of John Mondy and Jimmy Darby. The Frogs have gotten used to working from the spread-T formation. They have a solid defense with, but more backfield depth is definitely needed.

Texas U.
settings.

Coach Jea Neely is hoping quick recovery for the lineup, but in the past the first team, usually the Blues, faced the sec-

ond squad, the Grays, at the kickoff, with liberal replacements from both teams. Starters for the Rice forums, classes, and regular day night.

because of injuries but hope to see all the seniors in Gal-

 Lebanese: And Old Lace will probably be Pinky Nudel at quarterback; Jerry Ray at fullback; Pages Rogers and Bryant Stone, halfbacks; Eddie Rambler and Oville Tackett, tackles; guards, Roy Ruvio and Lew Harpo; ends, Jason Peters or Bruce Footboldt and Donald Goz; and center, Jerry Harris.

Rice forums, classes, and regular day night.

All proceeds from the game to-

Mississippi.

"(Continued from Page 2) Rice forums, classes, and regular weekly meetings, and carry on social activities as well.

The debate squad this year is the Guaranteed Annual Wage. Freshmen and sophomores are invited to take part.

VILLAGE WATCH SHOP
5616 Kelvin Drive
Ph. JA 3-9065

WAGNER'S BARBER SHOP
2425 B RICE BLVD.
Where First Class Hair Cutting is Guaranteed
YOU MUST BE SATISFIED
FLAT-TOPS - CUT RIGHT
- Your Patronage Appreciated -

JIM E. CUNNINGHAM COMPANY
IN THE VILLAGE
Chrysler Products Specialists
Repairs to All Makes & Models of Cars
3421 TANGLE
JA 4-6111
HOUSTON S, TEXAS
JA 3-2266

OWLS PREVIEWED TODAY
TOMORROW BAND TO PERFORM A GAME FRIDAY

The annual Blue-Gray intra-
squad games begins at 8:00 P.M. tonight under full game condi-
tions, giving Owl fans a preview of a potentially great team. This will be the real thing—officials, electric scoreboard, music, and all the trimmings. Remember that enthusiasm won't be lack-

All movies, campfires, and various social events will be ready for Alabama next Fri-

day Night meeting which will be held in Fondren Library—Room 307.

This Sunday, September 18, we will be the real thing—officials, electric scoreboard, music, and all the trimmings. Remember that enthusiasm won't be lack-

All proceeds from the game will be used to purchase uni-

Wrought Iron Ornamental Works

The Rice Band, in the tradi-

tional blue and grey, will make its first official appearance on the field at the Rice-Alabama game on September 24th. To add to the half-time ceremonies, the Rice High School Scotch regale and the Carlton Cadet will perform as guests of the Band.

Quinn Donates Jazz Records

Pat Quinn, class of 1954, has recently given a large collection of jazz records to the Music Room of the Fondren Library. The collection includes 183 discs, all unused and in excellent con-

- For a Complete Showlng Of

For all new Owls this is a fine first chance to see a team that Rice can be proud of. For every-

to march out a bigger and better band next year.

Film Society Brings Great Films To Rice

The Rice Film Society has liter-

ally covered the waterfront-

film which may well be on its last gasp. From Hennen's The Medium, a lyrique drama, employing Assia Maria Alberghetti, who as you may remember starred in Jim Brown's Last Command, and last of all, from out of the deepest wilds of South Africa emerges a simple folk tale called The Pen-

trations for tonight will be the Rice—

/board of the Fondren Library. The collection includes 183 discs, all unused and in excellent con-

The Rice Band will play at the Blue-Gray game and will sponsor Band Day at the Clemson game.

Thirty-five bands from all over the state will participate in the Rice Band Day festivities. Also on the Rice Band schedule are three trips to out of town games—

RECORDS - RADIOS - TV

STEVENS

For all new Owls this is a fine first chance to see a team that Rice can be proud of. For every-

to march out a bigger and better band next year.

The Rice Band, in the tradi-

tional blue and grey, will make its first official appearance on the field at the Rice-Alabama game on September 24th. To add to the half-time ceremonies, the Rice High School Scotch regale and the Carlton Cadet will perform as guests of the Band.

Quinn Donates Jazz Records

Pat Quinn, class of 1954, has recently given a large collection of jazz records to the Music Room of the Fondren Library. The collection includes 183 discs, all unused and in excellent con-

The majority of the records are recent jazz of the "west coast school," but the various stages in the history of jazz are also represented.

Examples of the early types of jazz, boogie-woogie and blues, are recordings of such artists as Pete Ammons and Jimmy Yani-

The music of Kroupa and of a ten-volume group of jazz classics, featuring different in-

The collection, which valued at $500.00, will be increased from time to time by Mr. Quinn who plans to donate additional discs regularly.

COME TO KAY'S
Willene welcomes back all her old friends at Rice and hopes to see many new faces this year.

Good Food at Popular Prices
2324 BISSONNET

IN THE VILLAGE IT'S

For a Complete Showlng Of

"Young Mens Wearing Apparel"

2 BLOCKS WEST OF THE RICE STADIUM

2507 TIMES

£9-3743

JA 9-3743
DEE DEE MECK ATTENDS USC FOOTBALL WEEK-END

Last Sunday DeeDee Meek arrived in Los Angeles, California to begin a week of festivities as Rice's representative in the annual "Football Queen" contest featuring candidates from campuses all over the U.S. She vedere, a senior, member of the O.W.L.S., and vice president of the Chemical Association, won the trip last spring when she was selected top in an all school election.

In the days preceding the crowning of the new "Football Queen" the girls will be feted at luncheons, dinners, garden parties and television appearances. Disneyland, fabulous creation of Hollywood's Walt Disney, was the first stop on an itinerary in L.A. that included visits to the movie studios. Oakland was the next stop on Sunday with a press reception dinner. Wednesday saw the candidates in San Francisco for a tour of the city and more public appearances.

Finally the girls arrived in Berkeley for the serious business of the trip which was brought to a climax at the coronation ball held a navel-gazing party in the Sun Room atop the Campanile. The Horus and Set Society, a religious club affiliated with the Egyptian Orthodox Church, will hold a navel-gazing party in the Sun Room atop the Campanile this Sunday at Midnight. Dates and Figs welcome.

DROPPING FROM THE WHIRLING DERVISH

We hereby wish to issue a word of warning to you by-now-wary Freshmen about the eight Swearing Circles which have succeeded in the somewhat dubious task of scaring wild solve-solving pages. These grandmothers-to-be are engaged in a clearly subversive undertaking under guise of lovers of good reading. MEX! The Rice Institute Photographic Store—John Kennedy, Manager—is featuring Engraving Magazine this month with eight pages of Sophia Loren. Gloria! under this guise. I say, to prol the well-established tradition that Rice should have no social life. Armed with a 4.1 in the and uglier things these mostly and inventious little girl-things are brain-washing you incoming freshman girls in an insipidation al torture.

COME TO THE
Blue Danube
RESTAURANT
After the Football Game

COMPLETE GOULASH DINNERS — $3.00
6513 Old Richmond Road

Smoke Tomorrow's better cigarette
Today

Enjoy a Cool Mildness never possible before!

Put a SMILE IN YOUR SMOKING!

Chesterfield
BEST FOR YOU!